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the frustrating part of 
knowing your style?



not being able 
to find it

the frustrating part of 
knowing your style?



so where do we 
have to look? 



whichever way you like to 
shop is the *right* way for 

you to shop



if you like to order online, all 
the clothes you are meant to 

have are sold online



if you feel best about shopping 
secondhand, all the clothes 
you are meant to have are at 

secondhand stores



say no to f.o.m.o.



where your clothes 
might be



second hand stores

5.0 finding your pieces



second hand stores

 » spend time to save money
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second hand stores

 » spend time to save money

 » you may need to be less rigid in the specifics of 
pieces, yet just as intentional with the type of piece 
{ex. harder to look for a purple pair of high-waist 
wide-leg trousers, but good for looking for a pair of 
pants to wear to work that i can tuck all my tops into}

5.0 finding your pieces
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 » if shopping local is enjoyable and makes you 
feel good about supporting local, this is how 
you should shop
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feel good about supporting local, this is how 
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local boutiques

 » if shopping local is enjoyable and makes you 
feel good about supporting local, this is how 
you should shop

 » selection is more limited, usually well-curated 

 » and if you love the shop you bought it from, 
that matters and you will love wearing the 
piece more

5.0 finding your pieces



retail chains
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retail chains

 » good return policies, can often shop  
in-store or online
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retail chains

 » good return policies, can often shop  
in-store or online

 » range of quality
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retail chains

 » good return policies, can often shop  
in-store or online

 » range of quality

 » can find great sales

5.0 finding your pieces



high-street trendy stores
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high-street trendy stores

 » like Zara, h&m, mango
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high-street trendy stores

 » like Zara, h&m, mango

 » you can still make purposeful long-term 
purchases at trendy stores by using our 
process

5.0 finding your pieces



mid-range classic
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mid-range classic

 » like J. crew, banana republic, ann taylor
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mid-range classic

 » like J. crew, banana republic, ann taylor

 » often make good long-term wear pieces at a 
relatively low price

5.0 finding your pieces



mid-range styliZed
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mid-range styliZed

 » like anthropologie, free people 
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mid-range styliZed

 » like anthropologie, free people 

 » similar quality but more niche-style pieces and 
some might be your style-spirit stores
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mid-range styliZed

 » like anthropologie, free people 

 » similar quality but more niche-style pieces and 
some might be your style-spirit stores

 » can still be a classic long-term piece in your 
closet, even if it’s not “classic” by the fashion 
industry’s definition

5.0 finding your pieces



department stores
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department stores

 » the bay, nordstrom, saks, bloomingdale’s
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department stores

 » the bay, nordstrom, saks, bloomingdale’s

 » you might hate shopping at these, that’s okay
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department stores

 » the bay, nordstrom, saks, bloomingdale’s

 » you might hate shopping at these, that’s okay

 » or you might only shop at them online where 
there is a search function

5.0 finding your pieces



speaking of 
online… 



navigating the world 
of online shopping

making your style happen 5.1 



navigating the world of online shopping

online makes it easier to add 
more stipulations
like if you only want to shop ethically-made

or if you want petites or plus-size

or if you want to search purple button-up blouse



here’s the thing about 
online shopping:



you must be prepared 
to return if it doesn’t 

work for you  
{or sell it, donate it, whatever}

keep in  mind:



navigating the world of online shopping

for me, i  will pay for shipping 
and pay to return it on 

occasion and end up spending 
$18 on “nothing”



navigating the world of online shopping

for me, i  will pay for shipping 
and pay to return it on 

occasion and end up spending 
$18 on “nothing”

because it ’s not worth it to 
keep a piece i won’t love + 

wear long-term



navigating the world of online shopping

i choose to think of it collectively 



navigating the world of online shopping

i choose to think of it collectively 

all the money i spend on my style is the money i 
spend on my style 



navigating the world of online shopping

i choose to think of it collectively 

all the money i spend on my style is the money i 
spend on my style 

it’s not about dollars here or there, cost-per-wear, 
paying for shipping, etc.



navigating the world of online shopping

it’s about everything i was willing to 
put into my style



navigating the world of online shopping

it’s about everything i was willing to 
put into my style

including ordering the wrong thing, 
buying something i never wore



navigating the world of online shopping

it’s about everything i was willing to 
put into my style

including ordering the wrong thing, 
buying something i never wore

is what created my style now



navigating the world of online shopping

however…



navigating the world of online shopping

so that you don’t spend all your money on 
shipping + returning this season, 

 look for stores with free shipping + returns
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navigating the world of online shopping

so that you don’t spend all your money on 
shipping + returning this season, 

 look for stores with free shipping + returns

google “your country + free shipping and returns”

*be sure to look for info on duties if it is not shipped 
from your own country*



navigating the world of online shopping

some good ones:
canada 
banana republic/gap/old navy, the bay, 
Zara, mango



navigating the world of online shopping

some good ones:
usa 
those (- the bay) + so many more

nordstrom, asos, revolve, shopbop, 
neiman marcus, urban outfitters, h&m



navigating the world of online shopping

some good ones:
europe + elsewhere 
asos is a big one over there

+ others depending on your country 
(search: your country + free shipping and 
returns)



things to keep  
in mind

online shopping



only buy things you can return  
{preferably for free or minimal fee}

things to keep in mind



know your measurements  
{and match them to the size chart}

every store should have a “size guide” or “size chart”

most of these will contain measuring guides as well

follow these and buy the one that’s the closest match

things to keep in mind



if the brand has a physical location you can 
go and try on a bunch of pieces to get the 

idea of your size

#onlineshoppinghack



you can always order multiple sizes + only 
keep the best one (this can be a tool to bump 

up your order amount to get free shipping)

#onlineshoppinghack



more onlineshoppinghacks:  
sales watch



choose your favourite stores 
(not all the stores— only your 
very favourite)  and subscribe 
to their newsletter

you’ll be first to know about 
sales!

online shopping: sales watch



big stores like J.  Crew + Banana 
repuBliC  regularly have site-
wide sales of 25-30% off

you can wait for these 

online shopping: sales watch



some stores like CluB MonaCo 
have most of their pieces go 
on sale before they sell out,

you can be patient to snag it 
once it goes on sale

online shopping: sales watch



if you don’t want to risk 
losing it while waiting for a 
sale… 

and they have a 30-60 day 
return poliCy… 

you can buy it and keep the tags on and if it  
goes on sale, order one at the new price  
+ ship yours back

online shopping: sales watch



if you’re waiting for it to go on sale and it sells out 
in your size

online shopping: sales watch



if you’re waiting for it to go on sale and it sells out 
in your size

it ’s okay

online shopping: sales watch



if you’re waiting for it to go on sale and it sells out 
in your size

it ’s okay

it’s no sweat

online shopping: sales watch



it Might not have fit right or 
felt right when you put it on
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it Might not have fit right or 
felt right when you put it on

and even if it would have, it ’s 
Just one pieCe

online shopping: sales watch



it Might not have fit right or 
felt right when you put it on

and even if it would have, it ’s 
Just one pieCe

one piece does not make or 
break a wardrobe, does not 
make or break a style

online shopping: sales watch



i  like to use ebates because it 
gives you money back + also 
has promo codes listed for 

many stores

#onlineshoppinghack
one more



5.0 where to find the right pieces 

your action steps



1. know however you want to shop is the 
right way to shop 
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1.

2.

know however you want to shop is the 
right way to shop 

subscribe to your favourite store’s 
newsletter {if you want to}
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your action steps



1.

2.

3.

know however you want to shop is the 
right way to shop 

subscribe to your favourite store’s 
newsletter {if you want to}

sign up for ebates {if you want to}

5.0 where to find the right pieces 

your action steps



okay…



now how do you 
find that specific 

piece?

okay…



finding the pieces

 » you can google what you’re looking for  
ex. “patterned wide-leg trouser”



finding the pieces

 » you can google what you’re looking for  
ex. “patterned wide-leg trouser”

 » you can use dedicated clothing search engines 
like shopstyle and polyvore  
{these work better in terms of accuracy, but they 
only have partnerships with certain stores}



finding the pieces

 » you can browse within online or physical stores 
you think might carry something like that

 » if you’re looking for a specific button-up, look 
through the section at J.Crew

 » if you’re looking for a bohemian style piece, look 
through the tops at anthropologie



don’t  
sweat it.



don’t try 
harder than 
you want to.



your style 
doesn’t depend 
on one piece.



you will always 
find enough of 
what you need.



your style 
doesn’t arrive



your style 
doesn’t arrive
you keep 
growing it 
incrementally



my style is 
growing



our styles will 
always be 
growing



when you know your  
style roots, 



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces

 » get rid of the wrong pieces



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces

 » get rid of the wrong pieces

 » and experience joy, peace,  
and alignment in your  
style right now



you might not do your 
style perfectly everyday



that’s okay

you might not do your 
style perfectly everyday



you’re already 
doing a great job



 » you’re here



 » you’re here

 » you’re waking up to your style



 » you’re here

 » you’re waking up to your style

 » you’re making intentional and 
purposeful choices



your style has 
improved over these 

4 weeks



your style has 
improved over these 

4 weeks
celebrate it as  

you continue to grow



you’re 
doing the 

work



this is  
feel-good  

style



this is  
style in 

alignment



fin.


